PRACTICE
prosthetics 'D enture retention will be a subject perplexing and perpetual until its troubles find their logical solution in understanding its physics.' (Hall, 1918) 1 This understanding now in fact exists but it is obscured by repetition of long-held erroneous beliefs. Although the various issues have been analysed in detail and discussed at length, an up-to-date account based on modern research and understanding of materials science has yet to appear in an accessible form for the benefit of the practitioner. It is the aim of this article to address this deficiency.
Denture retention has been defined as 'resistance of a denture to vertical movement away from the tissues' 2 and as 'that quality inherent in the prosthesis acting to resist the forces of dislodgement along the path of insertion' . 3 It is clear then that ordinarily retention is regarded as a property of the denture rather than of the patient.
There is general acceptance among clinicians that to achieve retention in complete dentures there first needs to be an accurate fit of the denture base to the mucosa so that the space between the two is as small as possible. Secondly, there needs to be a border seal, which is achieved by extending the denture flanges to fill the sulci. The subject of this paper is not the means by which these conditions are achieved clinically but rather the physical mechanisms by which dentures of this design are retentive.
Many physical forces and factors have been credited with causing or enhancing retention, eg atmospheric pressure, vacuum, adhesion, cohesion, wettability, surface roughness, gravity, surface tension, viscosity, base adaptation, border seal and muscular control. However, while the majority of this list have survived for a long time in teaching texts (and examination answers) they do not all survive scientific scrutiny. 4 Factors not important in complete denture retention
Atmospheric pressure
The pressure of the atmosphere has commonly been claimed to be an aspect of complete denture retention, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] but this is readily shown to be false. It could only operate by way of a pressure difference, that is, beneath the denture there must be a lower pressure, and the full effect could only be felt if there were a vacuum there.
The physical mechanisms of complete denture retention
The purpose of this article is to assist the practitioner to understand which factors are relevant to complete denture retention in the light of the current understanding of physics and materials science and thus to guide design. Atmospheric pressure, vacuum, adhesion, cohesion, surface tension, viscosity, base adaption, border seal, seating force and muscular control have all been cited at one time or another as major or contributory factors, but usually as an opinion without proper reference to fundamental principles. Although there has been a detailed analysis published, it seems appropriate that a restatement of the points in a collated form be made. In fact, denture retention is a dynamic issue dependent on the control of the flow of interposed fluid and thus its viscosity and film thickness, while the timescale of displacement loading affects the assessment. Surface tension forces at the periphery contribute to retention, but the most important concerns are good base adaptation and border seal. These must be achieved if full advantage is to be taken of the saliva flow-related effects. 
In brief
q A clear view of the underlying principles of retentive denture design. q Confidence that 'best-practice' is founded on scientific principles. q Allows the discarding of fanciful notions and gimmicks in favour of attention to detail on the part of the practitioner.
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Assuming that a vacuum could be generated by virtue of a pull being applied that tended to increase the volume between the denture base and the tissue beneath, the requirement would be for a seal to be maintained around some area for the lowered pressure to be sustained (Fig. 1) . The 'retention' thus generated is an emergent property, arising only because of the pull and consequent displacement. While it can be argued that this is precisely the condition that is to be attained, clearly other factors are required: the seal would be crucial. In any case, for example, it is not certain that a true 'seal' of acrylic to mucosa can be achieved. However all parts of the system of denture and wearer are exposed to the atmospheric pressure, and the hydraulic nature of the soft tissue means that, under 'resting' conditions this will be transmitted into the region between denture and tissue hydrostatically. Under normal conditions, therefore, there is no pressure difference, no static retaining force, and atmospheric pressure as such has no bearing on retention.
Vacuum
Conversely, a 'vacuum' has been claimed to be instrumental in retention. 10, 11 The same arguments apply, of course, as for atmospheric pressure, except that the lowered pressure (it was never really imagined to achieve zero pressure) would have to be generated by some artificial means, ie prior to any pull being exerted. This has been attempted with suction cups and valves of one kind or another ( Fig. 2) , under various names, and although such devices have always failed -with poor consequences for the patient (soft tissue proliferation is but one common effect) -there is still an absolute dependence on a true seal being created around some area. To claim a vacuum is involved, therefore, is both overstating the case and misleading.
Adhesion
Adhesion ordinarily means some specific chemical interaction across the interface of two solids (Fig. 3 ). Whether this be through covalent bonds or chelation, the concept is of a fixed relationship at the molecular level. This has never been claimed for dentures, there being no known mechanism for a direct acrylic-mucosa reaction that would achieve this. Even so, the concept is frequently expressed in the denture retention field so vaguely as to be useless: [12] [13] [14] [15] the fact that there is a resistance to separation is called adhesion regardless of the inability to identify a specific mechanism.
Cohesion
Cohesion is understood to be the 'internal' strength of a material, that is, as distinct from the strength of its interface with any other body. Cohesive failure therefore means the separation of molecules within the body against inter-or intramolecular forces (Fig.  3 ). Such strengths are high. It has never been claimed that a denture has failed to be retained because of such a breakdown, which might perhaps be expected to occur in the soft tissue rather than the acrylic. Indeed, the tensile strength of water (and therefore saliva) is very high, although demonstrating this is very difficult because of the need to avoid the nucleation of bubbles. Great negative pressures are required. The formation of bubbles in a saliva film would certainly cause loss of retention, but the effect is caused by the ease of their flow, not the loss of cohesion. Thus, although one can state that the cohesive strength of the materials involved is necessary for retention, 10, [16] [17] [18] this is misleading if not irrelevant in that cohesive failure never has occurred, indeed never could occur without damaging the patient or the denture.
Wettability 19-22
This refers to the lowering of the energy of a system when a liquid wets a solid surface. Thus, to break such an interface is similar to breaking the adhesion between solids: work needs to be done to create the break and a (Fig. 4) . Notice that if the bead of liquid at the edge were bulging out, the force would be positive -tending to separate the slides -and some movement would be easy. However, the moment the liquid surface is withdrawn inside the boundary of the slides it becomes negatively curved. This is because the edge of the liquid (the 'contact line') is pinned in position on the edge of the slide when the glass is wetted by it. This force can be seen to be the familiar one of 'capillarity' . The tendency to advance a wetting liquid into narrow spaces -maximizing the wetted area -is caused by the force acting at the contact line, drawing it over the surface. There is necessarily a lowered pressure behind the meniscus, which is negatively curved. Thus, on the assumption that the denture base is wetted by saliva (which we have seen is the case), an attempt to withdraw the denture generates along its periphery a narrow, highly negatively-curved saliva surface. There is therefore a lowered pressure in the liquid-filled space and a retentive force is experienced. Atmospheric pressure is not involved: only the generated surface tension-mediated pressure difference is effective. However, the existence of this effect is contingent on the wetting of the denture base by saliva, and to this extent only the issue of wettability can be reinstated as a factor of importance.
Even so, the question remains as to whether such a situation can arise in the strength can be attributed to it as an interface. Conversely, it is true that if there were no wetting, no force would be needed to be applied to separate the denture from saliva and there would be no retention. Acrylic does, however, wet with water. With saliva, the effect is even better: proteins and mucopolysaccharides from the saliva adsorb to the acrylic rapidly and strongly and in so doing present a surface which is more wettable. Nevertheless, interfacial failure by a simple separation of denture and saliva does not occur. This strength is therefore quite adequate and its insufficiency can be discounted as a factor of any importance needing to be addressed (but see later).
Surface treatments have sometimes been advocated as an aid to wetting, but these are either of dubious validity or immediately negated by the adsorbed film from salivawhich happens anyway. 23, 24 They therefore cannot contribute to retention.
Surface roughness 25-27
Insofar as increasing roughness would increase the interfacial area for adhesion between saliva and denture, the strength of that union would be improved. However, since, as stated above, failure does not occur at this site in this way, roughness is irrelevant and can be discounted.
Gravity 8, 14, 17, 28
This is a trivial force and clearly only applies to the denture that is resting on the mucosa under its own weight. Gravity obviously needs to be overcome to raise the denture, but equally it contributes to the lack of retention of the uppermost denture (depending on the orientation of the wearer at the time). Since gravity would be of no benefit there, or for a wearer in a face-down position for any reason, it can be discounted as unhelpful. The mass of a lower acrylic denture is typically only a few grams, and increasing this appreciably can only be at the expense of fatigue for the jaw carrying the load.
Muscular control
Muscular control is frequently cited as an important contributor to retention. [29] [30] [31] [32] However, reference to the definitions of retention will show that although it is an important aspect of successful complete denture use it is not relevant to retention in the strictest sense because, as observed above, retention is a quality of the denture rather than the patient. Furthermore, muscular control is perhaps better referred to as the 'patients' manipulative skill' and as such goes beyond retention, including therefore other related aspects of denture design.
Factors important in complete denture retention
Surface tension [33] [34] [35] [36] One of the consequences of the surface tension of liquids is the tendency to minimize the area of the free surface, generating the familiar curved surfaces of raindrops and menisci. The mere existence of a curved surface generates a pressure difference across that surface. If the surface is convex (which is described as a positive total curvature) the pressure is higher within the drop than without -therefore, positive pressure. If the total curvature is negative, such as for the 'waisted' shape of a drop held between one's fingertips, the pressure is negative. This is the crucial point: that negative pressure exerts a force tending to draw the fingertips together. This is the force that retains two wet microscope slides together against a straight pull (not a sliding action). At the edge is a very thin film of water, with a large negative curvature because the separation of the slides is small, thus the force is great If we consider the peripheral conditions we can see that the only extended location where this can be directly relevant is the posterior border of the palate of an upper complete denture. The remainder of the margin tends to be enveloped in soft tissue such that withdrawal of the denture results in a sliding action rather than straight separation. Thus, for separation to occur, ie, a space develops between the tissue and acrylic, flow of saliva must occur, either from somewhere else to fill that space, or at least as the meniscus is drawn back over the opposing surfaces (Fig. 5 ).
Viscosity 37-39
A major consideration is the rheology of the saliva and where its viscosity is located. Simply put, this is the rate of separation of the two surfaces under a given applied force and it depends inversely on the viscosity. However, the viscosity of the wearer's saliva is not readily controllable, although there is some variation from time to time for a variety of reasons. Thus the use of more viscous media as denture retention aids would seem logical, but flushing and solubility would mean a limited time of efficacy. As the viscosity of saliva is many times that of air separation is therefore much more difficult when this fluid fills the space.
Time
It is worth noting that flow is a time-dependent phenomenon. 16, 25 That is, the amount of separation of denture and mucosa that can occur depends on the duration of the application of any force. If a reseating force is applied before detachment has occurred, such as in chewing, the displacement will only be transitory and may never reach the point of collapse. Equally, a long period unsupported may in theory see an upper denture fall away simply because enough time has been allowed for sufficient flow to occur. (A patient may be expected to reseat the denture long before this happens.) Thus care is needed in judging retention because it is a dynamic affair: so-called static test results may not offer very helpful comparisons because there is always some time-scale for the test, and the results can only be interpreted on that time-scale.
Base adaptation 40-42
In plain terms, how well the denture fits is singularly important. This is so because the measure of the fit is the size of the gap between the fitting surface and the mucosa, since it is this that controls the flow occurring there. For a fully immersed system (that is, no air being admitted), the force required for separation at a given rate depends inversely on the cube of separation. Once air is admitted at the edges, the force depends inversely on the fifth power of separation, ie collapses more readily but still implying the benefits of close adaption (this is because, as indicated above, the flow of the air is so much easier that it provides no appreciable resistance to separation in comparison with the effect of the saliva). These relationships also show that the fit must be uniformly good over the entire tissue surface: the viscous retardation contribution from a region of even slightly greater separation will be substantially less than that from a closer fitting area, perhaps even negligible. A secondary feature to note is that the narrowness of the gap contributes a retentive force through the effects of surface tension, via the curvature that results in the liquid surface (Fig. 5) . The deduction from this is that the retention of dentures against a tipping action will be less effective than against a straight pull.
Border seal 15,43-45
Attention was drawn under 'Surface Tension' to the fact that along most of the border of a denture there is double contact of acrylic and soft tissue such that displacing the denture in the separation sense does not open a gap along that border. There are two effects arising from this. Firstly, the crosssection through which saliva must flow in order to fill the space is small, and the viscous retardation of displacement correspondingly large. Secondly, the compliance of the buccal tissues in particular means that the lowered pressure beneath the denture caused by that displacement would tend to hold them in place in close approximation to the acrylic, maintaining the seal (Fig. 5) . It is therefore apparent that the design of the denture should take this into account in terms of extension into the buccal sulcus and in ensuring a smooth enough, grooveless surface so that no leaks occurred.
Seating force
It has been suggested that when a denture is put in place a firm seating force be applied as this aids retention. 14, 46, 47 Certainly, the immediate effect will be to ensure the thinnest possible saliva film and so the best effect is caused by the viscous retardation of displacement. However, this must also be achieved at the expense of some displacement of the supporting soft tissue, and if this created a better fit, it would not last long as that tissue rebounded elastically. The continued secretion from mucosal glands would also offset any immediate benefit. It may, however, be useful that the deliberate seating force would tend to expel air which, as noted above, would not contribute to retention. But one imagines that the first displacement (which must be considered inevitable at some point) would reintroduce such bubbles, thereby reducing retentiveness. 
